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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Jimeno Álvarez has contributed to the dictionary with 6245 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small
book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to
visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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&#34;la paz por bandera&#34; poema de heredia
Peace, justice, human rights, solidarity, courage so repeated and often empty of content words, but that on this occasion
they acquire real meaning.  A team of people from various countries of our planet have made that path which the poet
Machado, means when he sings, would Walker there is no road, road is made by walking carrying peace flag,
denouncing the injustice of the wars, the exorbitant p quote weapons, global violence as well as the inconsistency of
many Governments.

&#34;laso&#34;
(From the latin lasum)  Tired, lacking in force.

&#40;acoso&#41; en toda regla
harassing someone in their work or their personal lives to the limits that are enfrinja the law.

&#40;esta puntu punchua&#41;
Typical term of the Ecuadorian region, and refers to the tip of a diverted or damaged tool.

+
1. -Sign in mathematics to mean more, and is used in the sums.  2. -It is a mathematical sign representing the sum and
its meaning is more.

1
One minute

5g
5g is incorrectly written and should be written as "5G" being its meaning:<br>5g = 5G5G, the technology of the future
which is designed in the present. Its expansion will start from 2020-2030, but already the fifth generation of wireless
technology is being designed and Europe wants to be a world leader.

=nudge=
1.-it is give you a gentle nudge to wake someone or a push to a person who is this being, or give encouragement if this
depressed. Smooth motion.<br>2. give an emplujon or nudge slowly a person, this may be to motivate a person to do
something.<br>3.-English voice = light nudge.<br>4.-means that they give you a nudge, push ( according to believe
would seem like a smiley )

a bocarrajo
point blank is used in the expression a point blank with two sentido:i Since nearby, referred to the action of shoot, shoot,
etc.: shot with the shotgun at point blank and Mato.ii of improvise, without any qualification: dropped me the news to
point blank.

a bombo y platillo
This idiom means, literally, do with apparatus, with ostentation, cheerfully do.?? Referenced two percussion instruments,
drum and cymbal, used widely in orchestral fanfares and music bands. From remote times both percussive instruments
have been used to announce the arrival of the King or a dignitary of importance, as well as to announce the celebration
of medieval tournaments and multitudinous festivals to which came the people. Today still used as more sound



elements in the fanfare leading up to the parade, being the protagonists of music bands in parades announcing the
holding of fairs and festivals.

a bottle of
English to Spanish ofEn bottle a bottle of

a boyyoneta
boyyoneta = bayonetaLa bayonet is a sharp stab, which is docked or cala at the end of the barrel of the gun to fight
melee. Most common bayonet since the 17TH century until the 19th was the call of a cube, consisting of a cylinder
metallic hollow is adjoining that a triangular blade, which was especially used in muskets. In the 20th century it became
a knife that can be attached to the weapon to allow its use as a bayonet.

a campo traviesa
Leaving the road and across the field.Refers to move through fields, outside any path,

a campo traviesa
The 40 cross-country; also known in the countries of Latin America as Campo traviesa ) It is a form of athletics, also
known by the English form cross-country or by the smaller cross. Consisting mainly in travel distances off-road, i.e. in
non-urban natural circuit.

a corazon abierto
Open heart surgery is any surgery where the chest is opened and an operation is performed in the myocardium, valves,
arteries or other parts of the heart ( as the aorta ). The term " open " It means making a " cut " in the chest to open it.The
definition of open heart surgery has become less clear. New procedures are being conducted in the heart through
smaller incisions. Some new procedures are being conducted while the heart still beats.

a corazon abierto
Open heart is the Colombian version of the series, based on the Shonda Rhimes medical series,

a falta de pan, buenas són tortas
It is recommended to comply with what one has.

a galope tendido
Max stroke of galloping, all running horse.

a galope tendido
Applied to any action, with extraordinary * hurry.

a galope tendido
Gallop with very long jumps, in which the body and the front legs of the animal are almost on the same line.

a galope tendido
Full speed.



a la primera noche
The first night is a Mexican film directed by Alejandro Gamboa, released on March 27, 1998.

a la vista de
in consequence, therefore.

a las mil maravillas
It means that everything went perfect, very well.

a las tantas
an hour out of place. Afternoon

a las tiendas
to the shops. Game for children-Nasdestierra boredom with educational proposals to play. Take advantage of the
holiday to share with your children hours of game and diviersion.

a los saltos
The Moconá waterfalls are in reality a canon of three kilometers long with falls of water parallel to its runway, which
unlike a cascade or waterfall, its fall made it crosswise, and may reach 25 meters in height and a depth of 115 meters.
The entire area of the falls of Moconá is regarded as a Provincial Park, and includes the so-called Yabotí biosphere.

a manta
in great quantity, to give and take, much, too.

a mata caballo locución
It is used in the expression –squatters, meaning ' with great hurry, stupidly '.

a number of
English number Spanish ofen to a number of

a pesar de todo
Despite everything in their adverse circumstances against.

a que huelen
When an Ant falls dead after about 48 hours until a partner collected his body, loads it and transports it to the mound. If
one has ever observed the behavior of these insects, you will remember the image of an ant carrying the body of a
colleague and trying to insert it into the hole. No dead Ant stays without being picked up.For many years, biologists
know that ants are a consummate recyclers and that stored the bodies of the deceased in some special receptacles,
where they decompose and generate nitrogen for the community. But how do they recognize the ants to their dead
companions?The American entomologist Edward O. Wilson was set in this circumstance while studying the
communication of these insects. As relates himself, thought that ants should emit a signal to say would I'm dead do and
that other partners will take care of the formalities do funeral do.???? And that was how he discovered that the secret
was in oleic acid.



a que huelen
First of all there is to define the term " " they do not smell We say that something " doesn't smell " or smells like " nothing
" When lack of odor. The problem is that " nothing " It is something ambiguo.Como too many already know, smell, both
when it comes to a pleasant aroma as unpleasant, is the result of chemical substances that are dismissed and
evaporate in different amounts. Due to its volatility receiving our nose cells capture them and, from there, the nerves
transmit information to the brain.

a renglon seguido
Act, then immediately followed.

a saiña tipo de pescado en gallego
Galician to saina in Spanish saina

a zoica
Zoica is a genus of spiders of the family Lycosidae araneomorfas. It is located in Oceania, South Asia and Southeast
Asia.

abajico
abajico it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "fan" being its meaning:<br>abajico = abanicoUn range is an
instrument and a complement of fashion that was invented and manufactured so that manually can move air and
facilitate cooling when it is in a hot environment, mainly if it is a closed environment where there are no natural flow of
air.

abarea
varearvarear v. abarea tr.1 hit the branches of some trees with a stick or rod to fall to the ground fruits: shaking an olive
tree. apalear.2 give a caning.

abarrotadas
Of cramming v. tr. Fill full something, especially a spacious place.

abasca
Abasca and Cumbiexistia individual textile production executed by craftsmen in the family environment, as well as the
production under State control. Textiles also had categories: the ordinary abasca and the fine or cumbi, the latter had a
ritual function as they were the generals and the nobility

abatió
" hit ": third person singular preterite perfect Simple (Past or preterite ) indicative of the verb " break down "Meaning of " "
abate: tr. Down, down, lie...    Do you get off one thing.    Tilt or place in a horizontal position.    Disassemble or break
something.    tr. and prnl. Humillarss.    Lose or lose the spirit, strength, or power.

abdoni
abdoni is incorrectly written, and should be written as "aldoni" being its meaning:<br>abdoni = aldoni in esperanto
Spanish aldonien add

abedu



ábedu is incorrectly written and should be written as "birch" being its meaning:<br>ábedu = 40 abedulAbedul;Betula
alleghaniensis )Plant from central and Northern Asia. The parts most commonly used are the leaves and bark. its taste
is very bitter. It is an astringent plant.

abellacamiento
It is likely or contains roguery

abiamo
In Italian abbiamo.In Spanish we.

abicelar
Make bevels.

abidina
abidina is incorrectly written, and should be written as "avidin" being its meaning:<br>abidina = avidinaavidina [from Avid
and-ina *] f BIOQ glycoprotein of egg of birds.

abidonar
action filling the cans

abidonar
abidonar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "abandon" being its meaning:<br>abidonar =
abandonarabandonar.  ( the FR. abandonner, and East of the germ. * banna '' order ''  ).1 tr. Leave, forsake to someone
or algo.2. tr. Leave an occupation, an attempt, a law, etc., already initiated. In games and sports, u. m. c. intr. The third
assault, abandono.3. tr. Leave a place, away from el.4. tr. Cesar frequent or inhabit a lugar.5. tr. Support, rest with
carelessness. U m. c. prnl.6. tr. Give, entrust something to a person or thing. U m. c. prnl.7. prnl. Let yourself be
dominated by emotions, passions, or vicios.8. prnl. Neglecting the interests or the obligaciones.9. prnl. Neglecting the
toilet and the compostura.10. prnl. Fall mood, surrender in adversity and setbacks.

abilo
( plural abilos (Botany ) I bogo; a filipino fruit tree, Garuga abilo, the family Burseraceae.

ablusadores
People who are engaged in making or repairing blouses.

abogado del secano
1. m. coloq. p us. Jurist who does not exert or serves to ello.2. m. coloq. p us. The one who without having studied the
case law means laws or presumed it. U in burla.3 are. m. coloq. p us. The one who gets to talk about matters that it is
lego.4. m. coloq. p us. Rustic informed and skilled in the management of higher education business.

abogados generales
The advocates-general assist the Court. They are responsible for introducing, with all impartiality and independence, a
legal opinion ( 41 conclusions; in matters assigned to them.



aboladura
Dent is a phenomenon of elastic instability affecting two-dimensional structural elements when they are subjected to
compression stress according to your level or average surface.In structural engineering dent problem does not arise in
ordinary two-dimensional elements such as plates or sheets but they can also appear locally in two-dimensional parts of
elements such as the soul or the wings of a beam, lateral veins of reinforcement of a deposit etc.

abolirse
1. Suspended or leave without force a law or a custom by a legal provision:<br>2. Be repealed, leaving no force [a
precept or custom].Delete the vitality to any of [a body] activities.

abono quimicos para micelios
Improves the chemical properties: increases the content of micronutrients and macronutrients such as nitrogen,
phosphorus and potassium. It also increases the capacity of Exchange, cationic (C.I.C.  ) it is the ability to retain
nutrients to then release them to crops

aborrajado
Of aborrajar. Coat a snack then for frying.Aborrajar is. Dry before time the grain and not reach granar completely.The
Valluno Aborrajado is a preparation typical with more than a hundred years old, of the Department of Valle del Cauca,
made from the ripe plantain, stuffed with cheese and bocadillo ( dulce de guayaba very typical in Merida, Venezuela,
and Vélez, Colombia ) with a crispy outer layer ( what gives a mixture of textures ) it can be a very good fitting, you pass
mouth, either a dessert.

abouxar
abouxarAturdir to another voice or shout much.

abrasor
Instrument of surgery that is used to scratch the periosteum of bone in some operations, as in resections.

abriéndose paso
some " opens step " and it is a place, a niche in time/space - usually by moving to something else.

abrigadier
abrigadier is incorrectly written and it should be written as "brigadier" being its meaning:<br>abrigadier =
brigadierBrigadier is a military rank whose meaning is different in the different military services in the world. The rank of
brigadier is generally superior to the rank of Colonel, and subordinated to the General. Today has been replaced this
category by the Brigadier in the army and the Commodore in the Navy.

abrir los oidos
Open your ears, voice be heard.

abroga
" " appeals: third-person singular present indicative of the verb " appeal ".Meaning of " " appeal: tr. der. Abolish or revoke
a law, code or rule of law in its entirety:

absteger



tr. Med. Cleansing and purifying materials, viscous, oily or putridas organic surfaces:

absu
Absu is a band of black metal and thrash metal originating in Texas, in the South of the United States, founded in 1991.
Characterized by a sound influenced by Celtic music and folk ( formerly by the Sumerian mythology ) although in its
beginnings their music was oriented towards the death metal.1

abuhar
1 ) In some times and people deepens the U, undoing the diphthongs UHA, UHE and UHO2 ) It is little used verb.
Means " swelling 34, " abotagar "

abundancia de cosas distintas
diversity s. f.1 difference or distinction between people, animals or cosas.2 abundance and union things or different
people.

aburneas
aburneas is incorrectly written, and should be written as "eburneas" as meaning:<br>aburneas = eburneaseburneo,-nea
adj. cult of ivory or similar to it.

acabacion
abatement, prostration, completion and finishing.

acahual en español
Generic designation of the tall grass covering the land in fallow.

acahual en español
A species of sunflower that abounds in Mexico.

acanar
acanar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "break" being its meaning:<br>acanar = acabaracabar.  ( 41
Cape;1 tr. Put or put an end to something, finish it, completing it. U t. c. prnl.2. tr. Hurry, consumir.3. tr. Put great care in
the completion of a work.

accesar
access is incorrectly written and it should be written as "access" being its meaning:<br>accesaracceder of arrival m.
access or approach to something: missing several kilometres for access to goal.    Entry or passage. More in pl.: are cut
all access to the M-30. Possibility of something or someone: has direct access to the Minister. Med. Sudden appearance
of an outburst or a tappet: access of fever.

accion territorial
Territorial action plans and especially the integrated nature, in addition to their normative content to the municipal
planning should incorporate strategic content to boost the economic and social reality of their territorial scope of
application.



acción de amparo
It is a judicial process of a constitutional nature which aims to protect all the constitutional rights of the person - with the
exception of those who protect the Habeas Corpus, the action of Habeas Data and the compliance action - rape or
threats of rape of an authority or a private ( the amparo protects rights as, for example, the right of Association, freedom
of contract, the right to due process 41. Affected it or any other person can present it on his behalf. If the judge found,
indeed, violations of rights, ordered the acts in violation are suspended immediately.

acción de amparo
It is a judicial process of a constitutional nature which aims to protect all the constitutional rights of the person - with the
exception of those who protect the Habeas Corpus, the action of Habeas Data and the compliance action - rape or
threats of rape of an authority or a private ( the amparo protects rights as, for example, the right of Association, freedom
of contract, the right to due process 41. Affected it or any other person can present it on his behalf. If the judge found,
indeed, violations of rights, ordered the acts in violation are suspended immediately.

acción y efecto de influir
f. action and effect of influir.fig.Poder influence, authority of a person to another u otras.influencia s. f.1 capacity having a
person determine or alter the way think or act of another or others: the trainer has a great influence on the players.
influjo.2 effect, consequence or change that produces one thing into another. influence. s. f. pl.3 influences relations of
friendship or interest with others that serve for personal favors.

acedado
Of adedar.tr. Put sour: have acedado so much vinegar salad. Also prnl.: wine has acedado.Disturbing or upsetting
alguien.prnl. Put a yellow and sickly plant by excessive moisture or acidity of the environment they live

aceite de ricino
The Castor oil, often mistranslated as castor oil by his denomination in English ( castor oil ) is obtained from the plant
Ricinus communis, which contains approximately 40-50% of the oil. At the same time oil contains 70-77% of
triglycerides of ricinoleic acid. Unlike the own seeds, it is non-toxic.

acento metrico
accent metric is incorrectly written and it should be written as "metric accent" to be its meaning:<br>metric
metricoacento accent. [term comp.]{Grammar} Accent of the verse.

acertibilidad
acertibilidadHay who believes that acertividad and social skills are synonymous terms. However, we will consider that
the acertividad is only a part of social skills, that which meets the behaviors and thoughts that allow us to defend the
rights of each without attacking or being attacked.

acesinar
acesinar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "murder" being its meaning:<br>acesinar = asesinarasesinar tr.
Kill someone with malice aforethought or premeditation.

acezantes
It is said of the yearning or anxious.

achaparrandose



achaparrandose is incorrectly written, and should be written as "achaparrándo" is still its meaning:<br>achaparrandose
= Achaparrandoseachaparrandoseforma verbal1 gerund of yellowish mottling, with the pronoun " is " enclitic.       
Related: stunting.        Usage: supports dual syntax: «they are stunting» or «are stunting».

achay
achay is incorrectly written and it should be written as "achaya" being its meaning:<br>achay = achayaAchaya is a
district of the province Azángaro in Peru Department of Puno, under the administration of the regional Puno,
Government in the southeast of the Peru.desde the hierarchical Catholic Church point of view form part of the Diocese
of Puno, suffragan of the Archdiocese of Arequipa.

achay
Achay-Vayam (Achay-Vayam ) It is a / a populated place ( class P - place town ) in Kamtchatski Kray (Koryakskiy
Avtonomnyy Okrug ) Russia (Europe ) with a code region of Russia / Central Asia. It lies at an altitude of 126 metres
above the sea level.

achive
Achieve, accomplish.

acholao
Amer. Merid. Having the complexion or hair of the same color as the cholo.In Chile, embarrassed.

achon
1.-achon = Achonachon ( Hill )Cerro Achon is a mound located to the Northeast Centre of the Department of Paraguari,
Paraguay Republic, belonging to the Group of peaks of the Sierras of Ybycui. It is located between the towns of Acahay
and La Colmena, and nine kilometres south of the Cerro Medina. Its beak is 490 meters above sea level.<br>2. Julius
Achon ( born December 12, 1976 ) It is a former Ugandan runner of middle distance who specialized in the 800 meters
and 1,500 meters. Achon currently holds the 800m American collegiate record with a time of 1:44.55 established in 1996
as a student at George Mason University. He competed at both the 1996 Summer Olympics and 2000.el is also the
founder of the Uganda background the Achon, based in Portland, Oregon which raises money to build schools in
Uganda.

acicalarse
Groom's acicalarr.Clearing, smoothing, burnishing, mainly white weapons.Give on a wall the last Polish.Polish, decorate,
decorate a person putting makeup, combing her. etc.

acilla
acillaf. Tray of fine Wicker that is used to make baskets.  2. Cheese mould.  3. Wicker cheese mould.

ackerman
Forrest James Ackerman ( 24 November 1916 in Los Angeles, California would December 4, 2008 at the same place )
also known as Mr. Science Fiction, was an editor and author of science fiction from the Unidos.Ackerman States, also
known as «Forry», «4e» or «4SJ», exerted a great influence on the origin, organization, and dissemination of science
fiction fandom and was a key figure of the cultural of the genre in literature acceptance?film and art in general.

aclocats
aclocats is incorrectly written, and should be written as "aclucar" as meaning:<br>aclocats = verb aclucaren catalan



Spanish aclucaren close

acloropsia
Acloropsia: or acloroblepsia.   ( From the Greek, without, chloros, green and opsis vision ) Synonym: deuteranopia,
anomaly of Nagel. Lack of perception of the color green, the second of the three fundamental colors. Color blindness to
green. It is a variety of dicromasia. Tags: Dicromasia, color blindness, deuteranopia, acloropsica and acloropsico.

acomiada
Clueless

acomienda
acomiendaForma verbal1 third person of singular ( she, he, it; you, 2 pers.  ) of the present indicative form of
acomendar.2 second person singular ( you ) Yes of acomendar imperative.        Use: the present of the
subjuntivo.acomendar.1 is used to the negative. tr. Ant. Entrust ( Order ).2 tr. Ant. Entrust ( give Indians in encomienda
).

acongostat
acongostat is incorrectly written, and should be written as "congostat" as meaning:<br>acongostat = catalan
congostaten Spanish congostaten Gorge

aconyudar
Please [steers] the yoke.

acoso a toda regla
The crime of harassment at work ( also known as mobbing, labour or psychological harassment at work ) is defined by
the psychiatrist Heinz Leymann as that phenomenon in that a person or group of persons has an extreme psychological
violence, of a systematic and recurrent - at least once a week - and for a long time, - more than six months - about
another person in the place of work, in order to destroy the reputation of the victim, communication networks, disrupt the
exercise of their you labor and finally achieve that that person or group of people end up abandoning the workplace

acoso en toda regla
Harassment is always a form of persecution.Persecution, without truce or rest, an animal or a person.

acrecencias
plural of acrecenciaacrecencia f. Acrecentamiento.Derecho of enhancing.Property acquired by such right.

acta de incomparencia
It is one that we sign with the absence of the respondent or the demandnte infustificada or the absence of both.

actividad discente
He failed University School, the quality of teaching and its effect on European space that is coming, not only depends on
the teacher ( 41 teaching activity; and the media, but also student ( 41 discente activity; Currently there is no data about
the inappropriate behaviour of the students who serve as support to analyse their contribution to school failure.



acto de no querer
despise, loathe, hate, despise

actros
Actros is a trademark of de la Mercedes Benz truck

actuéis
You actuéis of actuaractuar v. intr.1 perform an action, to behave in a certain way: in that situation, he did not know how
actuar.2 make a person or thing of their nature or, a person acts, features characteristic of a trade or a charge: Earth
acts as if it were a magnet whose poles are oriented in the North-South direction; He acted as lawyer defensor.3
represent a role or perform a function, especially in a film or play: one of the singers could not act because of the gripe.4
produce a substance that is effect: this drug acts quickly.

acuestas
you lie lie lie v. tr.1 throw or run a person sleep or rest, especially in bed: gonna lie to children. v. intr.2 pull up the side of
a boat to some parte.3 get to the coast. v. intr./prnl.4 lean, especially a building or the mieses. do v. prnl.5 bedtime sex
one person with another??: they spent the night together does not mean that she has slept with him.

acuña
Acuña is a municipality in the State of Coahuila, Mexico. It is located in the northern part of the State.The name of the
municipality is in honor to the Coahuila poet Manuel Acuña.

acurrucado
Verb snuggle: ( ) combine, is nestled: the participle.Snuggle: shrink to take shelter from the cold or for other reasons.

adargas
adargas = plural of adargaadarga s. f. shield leather with oval or heart, used in the past.

adebacle
adebacle is incorrectly written, and should be written as "debacle" being its meaning:<br>adebacle = f. disaster,
catastrophe debacledebacle:

aderezolas
polished = dressing them. in aderezaraderezar v. tr.1 take spices or other substances to a meal so you have more flavor
or the desired flavor: seasoned salad with salt, oil and vinegar. dressing, seasoning, sazonar.2 prepare a tissue applying
certain substances to make consistency, especially the pieles.3 fix something or someone to beautify it.

aderezos
Plural of dressing. Of aderezar.1. m. action and effect of aderezar.2. m. that which is seasoned someone or algo.3. m.
seasoning, ingredients that are used for seasoning the comidas.4 Assembly. m. prevention, store, provision of the
necessary and suitable for algo.5. m. jewelry set consisting usually of necklace, earrings and pulseras.6. m. harness for
ornament and the caballo.7 management. m. lining of certain weapons, and mouth and tip of your pod.

aderir
Aderir in Portuguesadherirse in espanol.sumarse to something or someone



adeudado
Due = masculine singular participle of " " thereafter.

adeudado
Pawned

adeudado
Be a person in debt with another.

adierazpena
in Basque Spanish adierazpenaaen statement

adina en euskera
in Basque Spanish adinaen age

adinean
In Basque Spanish adineanEn age

adjetivo querida
The adjective's beloved is a qualifying adjective.

administradores
Plural of administrator,-ra adj./s. m. and f.1 applies to the person who deals with the economy of a person, a house or a
business. s. m. and f.2 person dedicated to administer the goods of others.?

adogmatico
There is no discrimination since although a person don't follow religious dogma ( which is what more is associated that
Word ) It will always follow a social dogma. No one can say that it does not follow a dogma, since living in society we
follow dogmas of conduct, education etc. The simple fact of salute with the hand is a dogma established by our
ancestors, so I think that adogmatico is that, the non-discrimination of dogmas and not the absence of these.

adolesencia
Adolescence = adolescence - the stage which comes after children and covering from puberty until the full development
of the organism is known as adolescence. The term comes from the Latin word adolescenta.Adolescence is, in other
words, the transformation of the infant before reaching adulthood.

adornos
plural of ornament ornament used to beautify something, without practical application.    The musical motif, a term which
refers a note that no part of the musical structure and only have an expressive purpose.

adorotes
plural of adorote m. Adorotedefinicion S. Amér. Bard, ovate.    Col. Aro bejuco to make firewood.Alternative dictionary:
adorote m. Colom. and Venez. Kind of ovoid shape height.



adrebat
Be burning.

adulterio en el diccionario
adultery.   ( from lat. adulterum ).1 m. voluntary carnal Hall between a married person and another of different sex who is
not your conyuge.2. m. ant. Forgery, fraud.

adustrez
adustrez = adustezadustez f. seriousness or severity of a person, manifested in its appearance or character.        Dry,
arid conditions.

adúes
1.-ADU. In our colloquial language, adu means do endearing friend and is used without change of gender;? its plural is
adues. ADU is documented in Peruvian speech since the mid-20th century and is not foreign to the language of writers
such as Alfredo Bryce Echenique.<br>2.-Adues: colleagues, friends, compadres.

adv m
Abbreviation for adverb male.

aelurofobia
It is defined as a persistent, abnormal, and unwarranted fear of cats. The person with the phobia does not support
having close one of these animals.

aerobinamico
aerodynamic, ca.   ( Of aero - and dynamic ).1 adj. belonging or relating to the aerodinamica.2. adj. Having the right way
to resist or overcome the force of the air.

aerodiagramico
aerodiagramico = aerodynamic, ca.  ( Of aero - and dynamic ).1 adj. belonging or relating to the aerodinamica.2. adj.
said of a moving body: who has properly to reduce the resistance of the aire.3. f part of the mechanics that studies the
movement of gases and the relative movements of gases and solids.

aeropiesia
Aeropiesia or aeropiesoterapia.   ( From the Greek aer, air, piesis, pressure and therapeia, cure ). Therapeutic method
which is based on the use of compressed or rarefied air and comprising: 1. Altura.2 cures. The use of special equipment
( campaigns, pneumatic ).

afallamiento
faulting mountains are; as the afallamiento can cause uplift and subsidence, when it is formed, mountains originate. The
majority of the world's mountains were formed by complex foldings, i.e. that in them there were fallamientos and
volcanism

afame
of the verbp afamarafamar tr. and prnl. Do famous, give Fame:



afasica
Aphasia or relative to this loss of the aphasic habla:trastorno.That you suffer from aphasia.

afidio
masculine noun afidio ZOOLOGY hemíptero insect called aphid.

afilarse
sharpen = afilarafilar tr. Remove edge to an object or refine the tip of which is already: sharpening a knife, a pen.   
Sharpen the understanding or senses: sharpen the look.    Amer. Flirting, courting: tried to sharpen me in the street. Also
intr.: used to sharpen with its neighbor via gestures and letters.    prnl. Thin, enflaquecer, especially the face, nose or
fingers: are you has sharpened much the face.

aforo euskera
Kupurua neurtze

afrebril
It has no fever.

after then first before
In English after first before then.In Spanish after then first before

afuscado
obfuscated: masculine singular participle of the verb "obfuscate".  tr. and prnl. Prevent something think conlaridad.      
Dazzling light, blocking vision. Also prnl.: meaning of "obfuscate": tr. Dazzle, disturb. / fig. Careful or confuse the ideas;
hallucinate.

agafem
Valencian verb agafaren agafaren Valencian Spanish take, seize

agandallan
Verb transitivo1 commit an abuse against something or someone.        Scope: Mexico2 swindle.        Area: Mexico

agarimo
Association of owners of rural tourism accommodations. Houses, routes of interest, reservations and offers.

agarrarse a un clavo ardiendo
Use any remedy to prevent an evil or to achieve an end.

agarroso
adj. Mej. Astringent, sour.

agasallow
agasallow = Galician Spanish agasalloen gift agasalloen



agateite
agateite is incorrectly written, and should be written as "agateyte" as meaning:<br>agateite = agateyteAgateyte was a
chieftain who ruled the territory or Señorío de Tecoatega or Tezoatega, nahuatl people of the northwestern region of
Nicaragua, at the end of the pre-Columbian and colonial-era home, whose town or plaza, came to be known as El
Viejo.1 El Captain Gonzalo Fernández de Oviedo y Valdés ( 1478 1557 ) the new world's first chronicler?, in his work
general and natural history of the Indies, Islands and mainland of the ocean sea; Third party; Volume IV; in the book
XLII, and specifically in chapter XI,

ageroso
ageroso = ajeroso-sa ajerosa person is one that annoy you things that ordinary human beings as: make noise
swallowing food.

agian laster
in Basque Spanish lasteren agian maybe soon

agilmente
With agile movements: easy, fast, loose, skillful; with agility.

aginkada
in Basque Spanish aginkadaen bite ( 41 child;

agiotismo
1.-Benefit obtained from the change of currency, or deduct letters, promissory notes, etc.<br>2.-Speculation abusive
made on insurance, third party prejudice.

agitanes
" agitanes; 34: second-person singular present subjunctive of the verb " agitanar ".Meaning of " " agitanar: agitanar tr.
and prnl. Give or acquire characteristics that are considered typical of the Gypsy.

agón
1.-Agon is a municipality of Spain, in the province of Zaragoza, in the autonomous community of Aragon and the
comarca of the Campo de Borja. It has an area of 18,52 km² with a population of 164 ( 41 2011 INE; and a density of
9.02 inhab/km².<br>2.-Agon ( in classical Greek do ³i½ ) It is a word in ancient Greek which means contest, challenge,
dispute. It is a formal debate that takes place between two characters, usually with the chorus acting as judge. Proto
agonistes, protagonist, is the first to speak; deutero agonistes, is the second to speak; tritó agonistes, would be the third
in talk, and so on. The character who speaks second always wins the agon, since this corresponds to always the last
word. It also means in ancient Greek of the human being at the time who is going to expire or will move from life to
death.

agrecologico
Agrecologico comes from the agreocologia. It is a discipline relatively new cintifica ( decde of 70 of the s. XX. )

agreosistema
agreosistema is incorrectly written, and should be written as "agroecosiistema" as meaning:<br>agreosistema =
agroecosistemaEl agroecosystem or '' 39 agricultural ecosystem; It can be characterized as an ecosystem by man
undergoing continuous changes in biotic and abiotic, components for the production of food and fibre. These



modifications affect practically all the processes studied by ecology, and range from the behaviour of individuals, both
the flora as fauna, and the dynamics of the populations until the composition of the communities and the flows of matter
and energy.

agroecologia
Agro-ecology is a relatively new scientific discipline ( seventies of 20th century ) that compared conventional Agronomy
is based on the application of the concepts and principles of ecology to the design, development and management of
sustainable agricultural systems.

agroforestería
Agroforesteriadicho system combines the technology of forestry and agriculture that allows a more diverse land use,
integrated, productive, profitable, healthy and sustainable. The system can be integrated in spatial form or temporal
sequence. The Iberian Dehesa ( mounted in Portuguese ) they are an ancient example still existing of this type of
exploitation.

agrometeorologia
Agrometeorology is the science that studies the meteorological, climatic and hydrological conditions and their
interrelation in the processes of agricultural production. He says when you must grow because it can not always be
grown; He says when approaching drought, tornadoes, rain, hurricanes, etc.

agronnomico
Of Agronimiaagronomia ( from the latin ager, ' field ' and the Greek ½i¼ would A, nomos, ' Law '  ) 1 also known as
agronomic engineering, as the body of knowledge of various applied sciences that govern the practice of agriculture and
livestock. It is the science whose aim is to improve the quality of the processes of production and the transformation of
agricultural and food products; founded on principles of scientific and technological; study the physical, chemical,
biological, economic and social factors that influence or affect the production process. Its object of study is the complex
phenomenon or social process of the agroecosystem, understood as the specific model of intervention of man in nature,
for the purpose of production of food and raw materials.

agrumabas
the verb abrumarabrumar v. tr.1 overwhelm or harass with arduous physical effort or sufrimientos.2 confused or
bewildered, especially with an excess of attentions, teasing or gentle reproofs

aguacollas
Aguacollas = Plural of Aguacolla. It is a drink magical and medicinal prepared Cactus called 'Cimora. ' for the most part
of the Peru and Aguacolla in Ecuador.

aguafiastas
Person that spoils a moment of fun or joy.

aguijo
aguijaraguijar v. verb tr.1 do go to a beast of burden with a Prod. aguijonear.2 incite or encourage someone to do
something. aguijonear.

aguru
aguru - a type of fragrant grass;



aguzaron el oído
They paid attention.

ahalera
in Basque Spanish ahaleraen potential

ahatea
In Basque ahatea.In duck Spanish.

ahaztezina
In Basque ahaztezina.In unforgettable Spanish.

ahinarse
Ahinarse ( ajinar ) Drowning, hurry or be afflicted by work or by any concerns.

aho bete hortzekin
Aho bete hortzekin in euskeraboca full of teeth in Spanish

ahotan jarri
in Basque language ahotan Spanish jarrien put in the mouth

ahuntzaren gauerdiko eztula
in Basque ahuntzaren gauerdiko Spanish eztulaen feat

ahuntzarengauerdiko estula
In Basque ahuntzaren gauerdiko eztula.In Spanish it feat.

ahy
"Ahy " do not exist.  "There are " It is there, " 34 there; is in place, " 34 ay; exclamation point and " ahy " use it to people
who are unaware of the language.   "Has do is there, do is do is finding things, do beyond do is place, HAIGA is for
those who are away from grammar.????

aic
40 Akaike information criterion;41 AIC; It is a measure of the relative quality of a statistical model for a given set of data.
As such, AIC provides a means for the selection of the model.AIC is responsible for compensation between the
goodness of fit of the model and the complexity of the model. It is based on the theory of information: provides a relative
estimation of the information lost when a given model is used to represent the process that generates the data.AIC does
not provide proof of a model in the sense of to test a null hypothesis; i.e. AIC can say nothing about the quality of the
model in an absolute sense. If all candidates models fit poorly, AIC will not give any notice of this

aiguagespa
In catalan water gespaEn Spanish water lawn



aihua
University of Henan Aihua International CollegeCon the approval of the people's Government of Henan province,
Tengda has established Aihua International College in collaboration with the University of Henan. The new campus in
Zhengzhou has an area of 20 hectares, with modern facilities such as the new buildings for teaching, administrative
buildings, bedrooms, dining rooms, laboratories of languages and multimedia classrooms. Aihua International College
offers a wide range of courses such as General English, English for academic purposes, IELTS training and its
International University Foundation programme. The aim of the school is to transition to a system of education abroad as
easy as possible and ensure that the students are sufficiently prepared to achieve their full potential.

aihua palabre kichua
Pet

aitziber etxeberria
A degree in pharmacy, he studied at the University of Navarra. Since then, works in an office of the pharmacy of
Zarautz.Ha been member of several groups of Zarautz, such as the Group of dance Iratzarri, the band's music and
improvisation Motxian.Tango Urdiña school, is the only novel that has posted and this book won the Donostia award "
Opera Prima " in 2003. Apart from this, achieved the second prize in the 1st competition of translation Gregorio Arrue
1991 thanks to the work of Geneen Guraso Aztarna.En today writes in the Bosteko column of the Urola Kostako Hitza
newspaper.

aixan
aixan is incorrectly written, and should be written as "aixam" being its meaning:<br>aixan = aixamAixam - Mega is a
French manufacturer of automobiles, diesel and electric, located in Aix-les-Bains. He was founded in 1983 to
manufacture microcars in the old AROLA factory, when this company fell.

aiza
The Iberian Association of Zoos and aquariums-(AIZA ) It is a non-profit organization that brings together the leading
zoos and aquaria of Spain and Portugal.

ajaniame
Ajaniame. Means " life " in Guarijio.

ajeneidad
What: the doctrine has developed different theories to explain this concept. The two main ones are which relate the
amenity with risks and the fruits. What risks, implies that the worker not directly the risk ( economic and material ) they
are derived from their work, whether favourable or adverse, but that these are transferred to the employer.Example: The
worker is entitled to his salary, regardless of which his work is fruitful or not for the entrepreneur.However, the majority
thesis entitled is defends the being in the fruits, which considered that the result of the work is owned by the
entrepreneur, so is attributed directly and initially to this.

ajuarear
Be lucky, blessing fall from the sky. Term used in the tianguis ) or concerning the action or effect of new comprarropa (.

ajumala
Expression of folklore in dancing, tap dancing and flamenco Mexican, here it is customary to shout: I'm Dick! Iajala! Iaja!,
although the strings break!, Ajumala!, Ahíja! This are Tierra Caliente!, Rrrrrua!, UPA! And others.



akar
Turkish Spanish akaren mite

al abrigo de alguien
Be under the protection and shelter from another person.

al parecer
v. copul. Have a certain appearance or aspect or cause some printing.        Intr. Think, believe.    Intr. impers. There is
evidence of what is being said.    prnl. Have similarity, resemble.    What seems, apparently locs. conjunts. According to
what is shown, is given to understand or even appears.

alabarda imagen
It was used with great success as an infantry weapon since the end of the Middle Ages until the 17TH century. The use
of this weapon in battles of infantry, which resulted in victories facing troops with heavy cavalry, reformed the
composition of armies and returned to give a vital importance to the infantry.It was his fame so deserved that many
troops or bodies of elite nobility wore it in versions " glitzy " some bodies having military that they are still using it these
days in public events and military parades as a ceremonial weapon. Currently, Royal guards Alabarderos Spaniards or
the Switzerland Vatican guard used this weapon not only ceremonially, they also are trained to use it as a weapon of
combat.The soldier who is armed with a halberd was called Beefeater. Also called so the soldier that performs honor
guard to the Kings of Spain. It is an elite corps of the Spanish Royal Guard, which are direct custodians of real people,
who guard and protection give walk.

alabardas
plural of alabardaLa halberd is an enastada beam of wood about two meters long, having at its " 34 weapons head; a
spearhead as upper breastplate, a blade of the transverse leaf axe on one side, and another peto of punctured or hook
smaller to its opposite.

aladi
LAIA = Association Latinoamericana de Integracionla Association Latin American of integration (ALADI ) It is an
international regional organization. It was created on August 12, 1980 by the Treaty of Montevideo of 1980, in lieu of the
Asociación Latinoamericana de Libre Comercio (41 ALALC;. Currently, it has 13 Member States, and any State of Latin
America may request membership.

alagardo
elongated,-da adj. It is longer that wide.

alagaro halagar
alagaro flatter is incorrectly written and it should be written as "extend" being its meaning:<br>alagaro = alagaralagar
means filling Lakes or charcos.halagar tr. Give samples of admiration and affection that are pleasant to someone. Give
satisfaction to the pride of someone.    Flatter someone.

alangari
population of South Sudan

alarguna
in Basque Spanish widow alargunaen



albanene
It is a known role as well as butter paper, which is usually used by the architect to make the planes. Also is used in
crafts, as for passing strokes of moulds or to make Spanish postcards. There are different types of albanenes, from very
thin to the very thick and of course different prices, depending on the thickness.

albaniña
modern Albanina "Morning, morning, / morning of San Simón, a gentleman walked / from your car to your balcony "

albarragón
albarragon is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Albarracín" being its meaning:<br>albarragon =
Albarracinalbarracin is a town and municipality in the southwest of the province of Teruel, in the community of Aragon,
Spain. It has 1.097 inhabitants.

albarragón
albarragon is incorrectly written, and should be written as "albarragan" as meaning:<br>albarragon = albarraganespecie
of cloth or fabric

albas
Albas = plural of albaalba s. f.1 initial moment of the day, since it begins to appear the light until the sun rises: rise at
dawn to work. Alborada, amanecer.2 first light of the day, before the Sun: contemplated the dawn from his window.
Albor.3 clothing white and long toes that Catholic priests used to say mass and other ceremonies: the priest becomes
the chasuble and stole on the alba.4 composition of the Provençal poetry expressing the grief of lovers when they
spread to the dawn.

albeante
Bleach de albear. Show one thing their whiteness, white shoot.

albegue
Hostel is incorrectly written and it should be written as "hostel" being its meaning:<br>Hostel = alberguealbergue m.
place in which a person is lodging or shelter: offered me hostel at home.    Public establishment that caters to tourism
during short stays: tourist guide to hostels.    Charitable establishment which temporarily houses to people in need:
municipal hostel.

albergan
host = albergaralbergar v. tr.1 provide a place to a person so that it resides at the temporarily: I hosted a few months in
his apartment. Kada, hospedar.2 serve as a dwelling place for someone: the Zarzuela Palace is home to the family
real.3 contain one another determined: this collection houses more than 300 titulos.4 have an idea in mind or certain
feeling: host rage; it housed the possibility of staying definitely. v. prnl.5 host is temporarily living in a settlement of
hospitality, especially in a hostel: housed in an abandoned cabin.? stay.

alberto castiñeyra
Alberto Castiñeyra Boloix, engineer, born in Cordoba and died on February 24, 1935. Brother of the architect Adolfo
Castiñeyra.Casado with Cruz Alfonzo Martorell, with whom he had 8 children.He was member of the Group of
agronomists of the State as well as academic of the Royal Academy of Cordoba

albi



1.-Albi is a town and municipality located in the Department of the Tarn, of which it is capital, in the region of
Midi-Pyrénées, with 51.199 inhabitants French.<br>2.-Albi is an impact crater from the planet Mars, located at - 41.8°
North and 35.1 ° Oeste1 ( - 41.5° North and 324.9 ° East )<br>3.-Albi ( in catalan and officially L 'Albi ) It is a Spanish
province of Lleida, Catalonia, town in the region of Las Garrigas, located in the southeastern part of this.<br>4.-Albi is an
Italian town in the province of Catanzaro, Calabria region, with 1,052 inhabitants.

albisimas
albo-BA adj. poet. White.    f dawn: first light of the day before sunrise.    White robe that priests are to celebrate the
divine offices.

alborismo
Alborismo = child or youth of a person.

alborismo
Polar alborismo = is a peculiar optical phenomenon that occurs both in the Arctic and in the Antarctic.

alcance visual
Maximum distance that you can perceive or identify particular a light or an object.

alcausiles
alcausiles is incorrectly written, and should be written as "artichoke" being its meaning:<br>alcausiles = alcaucilplural of
alcausilLa artichoke or artichoke (Cynara cardunculus var. scolymus ) 1 is a plant cultivated as food in temperate
climates. It belongs to the genus Cynara within the family Asteraceae. Named as artichoke, both part of the entire plant,
as the chapter, edible flower head inflorescence.

aldian aldian
in Basque Spanish aldianen aldian regularly

aldirantz
In Basque Spanish aldirantzEn to the side

alegoricamente
alegoricamente is incorrectly written, and should be written as "allegorically" being its meaning:<br>alegoricamente =
alegoriaalegorico is relative to the alegoria:e a literary figure or artistic theme that aims to represent an idea by making
shapes human, animals or everyday objects. Allegory seeks to give an image that has no image so that it can be better
understood by the Government.

alegramente
happily adv.1 with alegria.2 without thinking or worrying about what is said or is made:

alemuria
alemuria is incorrectly written, and should be written as "lemuria" being its meaning:<br>alemuria = lemuriaLemuria is
the name of a so-called continent, named after the 19th century ( 41 1864; by French scientists, mainly by English
geologist Philip Sclater, to explain the fact that there were lemurs, or close relatives, both the India and South Africa.
They were, by the dawn of the emergence of the human species, there was a continent in which appeared, and



expanded the lemurs, and that then the continent disappeared at the bottom of the Indian Ocean. However, the
advancement of science has proven the impossibility of this fact by the evidence offered by plate tectonics, which rule
out the existence of a lost continent.

alepatos
plural of alepatoalepato. 1. m. C. rich. Bedbug ( do hemíptero insect ).

alerta roja
A red alert is the highest level of threat or warning in various information systems and it is often used to indicate a
particular type of emergency. This type of alert literally means red lighting used to indicate danger.One of the reasons by
which is used red is because the human eye adapts more easily to darkness from the red with another color. Why use
becomes an advantage when in certain situation all other lights are turning, because of the emergency.

alevosamente
1. -Deliberately.<br>2. -Alevemente<br>6 K -by<br>4. -treacherously<br>5. -unfair,<br>3 K -infielmente<br>7.
-secretly<br>8. -Cowardly.

alfabetismacion
Action and effect of albabetizar.Please order Alfabeticoensenar to read and write.

alfajeria
ZaragozaEl highlights of the taifa Kingdoms period monument of Alfarería is the Castle-Palace of Zaragoza, currently
known as the Aljafería, although he was originally called Dar el-surur, i.e. House of rejoicing. It was built in the second
half of the 11th century in the western sector of its capital, Zaragoza, by Abu Jafar ( 1046 / 1047-1081 / 1082 ) the
second member of the hudi dynasty, whose name after the Aljafería term.

alfandegas
alfandegas is incorrectly written, and should be written as "alfândega" being its meaning:<br>plural of
Alfandegaalfandega s. f. Alhondiga. Public house for the purchase and sale of wheat and other grains.

alfañique
( of the AR. to el-fanid ) Sust. m. 1. [In America] Paste of cooked sugar stretched into very thin and twisted bars.

alfarismo
Alfarismo. Insurrection of Liberals.On June 05, 1895, Ecuador was the scene of the largest social transformation in its
history process until our days: the Alfarista revolution. This coup gave ruined much of the foundations of the latifundista
system dominating the Ecuador of that time.

alfarra
alfarra = 40 alfaraAlfara; in catalan and officially Alfara de Carles ) It is a municipality in Catalonia, Spain. It belongs to
the province of Tarragona, and is located in the region of the lower Ebro. According to data of 2009, its population was
400 inhabitants.

alfo
" " alfo: first-person singular present indicative of the verb " alfar 34 mode;  " alfó; 34: third person singular preterite



perfect Simple (Past or preterite ) indicative of the verb " alfar ".Meaning of " 34 alfar;: m. Workshop of the Potter.   
clay.Meaning of " 34 alfar;: m. Potter Obrador. / clay.

alforas
Plural of saddlebag.Pulls strong fabric that bends the ends forming two large and square, bags used to carry a load on
the shoulder or on the backs of the horses.

algia prefijo
-algia Gr. algos, pain from prefix: headache. -algia ( - '' alxja ) sufijose used to form words with the meaning of " 34 pain;
neuralgia

alguien se considere de la pata del cid
Be the area of the moor of the Lora, in the region of Burgos.

algunos paises son satélites de otro
These are countries that are under the influence of an imperialist power and subject to its policies, especially in
economics and foreign policy. You are called satellites because they symbolically revolve around the other country like
the Moon around the Earth.

alhelíes
plural of Alheliaunque there are several species of wallflower, the most widespread is the nickname of '' incarnate '' or ''
cuarenteno ''. The scientific name of this flower and penetrating perfume of evergreens is ''Matthiola Incana '' and it
belongs to the family of the Cruciferae ( the name is due to the botanical and personal doctor who had the Emperor
Maximiliano de Austria ).  Its cultivation is native throughout the Mediterranean basin, being commonly found in coastal
gardens. He also cultivated since remote times in the Canary Islands, where it is a prized species. There are other
species, as well as the variety '' incarnate '' as it can be the wallflower of 40 field;  ''Matthiola Fruticulosa ''  ) with very
showy flowers, or the yellow wallflower (  ''Cheiranthus Cheiri ''  ) with therapeutic properties.

alhelíes
plural of Alheliel field 40 wallflower;Matthiola fruticulosa ) It is a perennial herb which grows in dry, Rocky sites of the
Mediterranean basin, except in Corsica and Sardinia.

alhoja
alhoja f. lark.

aliados
Allies was a unit of Argentine television created and produced by Cris Morena and issued by network Telefé in Argentina
and by the Fox network to the rest of latinoamerica.1 is aimed at the teen and young people. The premiere, which was
planned for June 10, 2013, had to be delayed to be released June 26, 2013.2Esta fiction marked producer Cris Morena
return to television after two years, when his production company closed at the end of the telenovela Casi Ángeles,
because of the death of her daughter Romina Yan. The series was transmitted in 18 countries, including Israel and
some in Europe. It is composed of 2 seasons, the first 23 chapters for television and 126 episodes for the Internet and
the second in 17 chapters.The series encompasses social problems such as promiscuity, unwanted pregnancy, bullying,
child labour, anorexia nervosa, juvenile delinquency, alcoholism, domestic violence, among others.

alibes



1. Skilled adj.1 applies to the person who can do something easily and well. torpe.2 which is legally suitable to perform
an action: declared him able to service militar.3 applies to the period of time, especially days or hours, in which an office
functions:<br>2.-Avilés is a city and a Council Spanish located in the North of the Iberian peninsula, on both banks of
the homonymous River. In the year 2012, the Council had a registered population of 83 107, 1 of which 77 854
correspond to the villa, municipal capital and third population in Asturias, in number of inhabitants. The Council is one of
the twenty grouped municipalities which form the central metropolitan area of Asturias.

alicantosa
alicatoEl Alicanto is a mythological creature of the desert of the Atacama Region, pertaining to Chilean
mythology.DescriptionThe Alicanto would be a bird of a size between medium to huge with an almost magical beauty;
that it has large wings of golden colour, a delicate head as that of a Swan, a curved beak and feet elongated with large
claws.It has the special feature that its wings shine during the night with beautiful metallic colors, and their eyes dismiss
strange glares ( 41 lights; and when you can fly I would perform a stylish bright flight and your body would not cast
shadow on the Earth.

aliet
Acronym Ofandhra Loyola Institute of Engineering and Technology.

alina
Alina is a female name given of Greek origin, meaning " light ". It is still considered a relatively rare and exotic name in
the Western world, despite now begins to be adopted more widely, in places like France ( and "Aline "  41, Italy, Brazil
and Spain. In addition to his native home, it serves a similar purpose in Poland, Romania, Germany, Russia and
Ukraine.

alinaje
Humeral on the departanento of Beni in Bolivia

aliteraciones
alliterations = Plural of Aliteracionaliteracion is the reiteration of consecutive or slightly separated structures. Put another
way, is the repetition of consonant sounds ( 41 phonemes; at the beginning of words or syllables accented, as for
example in verse 34 Zorrilla; noise with that wheel hoarse Tempest ".1. In the Hispanic tradition, unlike French and
English, the repetition of vowel sounds is also considered as alliteration.

aliteral
Of alliteration. Repetition of one or more sounds the same or similar in a paabra or statement.

aljafería
The Aljaferia is a fortified Palace built in Zaragoza in the second half of the 11th century on the initiative of Al - Muqtadir
as the residence of the hudies Kings of Saraqusta. This Palace of pleasure ( then called «Qasr al - Surur» or Palace of
joy ) It reflects the splendor achieved by the Kingdom taifa in the period of its political and cultural peak.

all in
English all Spanish inen all in

allanando
allanarallanar v. verb tr.1 put plain or flat: pave a way. aplanar.2 make easy a thing by eliminating problems or



difficulties: the father paved the way to their children.3 entering the House of a person by force and without consent.

allendes
Apart from the part of beyond.

allos
Allos ( in Occitan Alos ) It is a population and French commune, in the region of Provence-Alpes - Cote d'Azur,
Department of Alpes de Haute Provence, in the arrondissement of Castellane and canton of Allos-Colmars. He was
head of canton until the merger with Colmars, who is the head of the current.

almenillas
plural of almenillaDel almenaUna diminutive almena or merlon is a typical architectural element of medieval military
architecture.

almodena
Almodena district is a district belonging to the parish of St. Denis, (Vila Real ) Portugal

almohazas
plural of almohazaLa Curry comb ( from Hispanic Arabic almu assa, of the classic ae³³ ©, my assah ) scraper or
rascadera is an instrument used to clean ( ) almohazar?? the horses.It's a rustic brush, often little more than a sheet iron
with tiny, triangular and blunt teeth, complete with handle.

almonera
almonera = almonedaSe flame auction to the public sale of movable property that is made with intervention of Justice,
awarding offers the highest price.

almonera
almonera a bag or purse that they were given a handout.

alon nombre hebreo
Male name of origin Hebreo.Roble

alopa
Alopa: Logical property authorization certification of trusted platforms.

alprendes
alprendes is incorrectly written, and should be written as "porches" being its meaning:<br>alprendes = alpendresplurall
of alpendrealpende or alpendre.1. cantilever deck m. of any building, and especially the sustained by Poles or columns,
a way of portico.2. m. In mines or in public works, box store enseres.3. m. shed ( 41 covered site.

alquilones
1.-Alquilones do do legislators who were not born nitenian immediate residence in provinces that
represented.<br>2.-Plural of alquilon. Lessees, settlers and tenants.



altabajo
m. Ant. fabric, the same, apparently, than the so-called today velvet labrado.pl. Inequalities of land.Alternatives of
prosperous and adverse events.

altamar
Hostel residence youth Altamar is situated in the town of Vigo in Pontevedra.

altoaragonez
altoaragonez = Avltoaragonesperteneciente to the Alto Aragón Aragon high denomination refers to the northern region
of Aragon (Spain ) often equal to the of the province of Huesca, although other sources reduced it to the Pyrenees or
pre-Pyrenean part of it.

altruism i
Altruism ( 34 old French; other people " = of the other ) can be understood as: behavior that increases the chances of
survival of others at the expense of a reduction of their own.Personal sacrifice for the benefit of others.According to the
Real Academia Española, altruism comes from French " altruisme " and appoints the [1. m.] Diligence on the good of
others even at the expense of our own. The term altruism refers to human behavior and is defined as the concern or
attention disinterested by the other or others, the opposite of selfishness. They are usually different views on the
meaning and scope of altruism.Altruism is the tendency to do good to others, even at the expense of the advantage.

alucinate
Hallucinate v. intr.1 have visions or feelings that are not real, but a product of a disorder or a disease of the mente.2
fam. Much like a thing or person.3:LCD fam. Experience great surprise or astonishment. 4 fam. Say or do things foolish
or lacking in common sense.

aludidos
Allude v intr.1 refer to a person or thing without naming it so expresa.2 to mention or refer to a person or thing, usually
briefly and without considering it the main topic of what is said.

aluguer
The Portuguese word Aluguer ( literally rent ) It refers to a type of typical public transportation in Cape Verde.

aluspiar
stalking, foresee, spy

aluspiar
1.-alamiar<br>2.-v.ansiar food.

alzincha
alzincha is incorrectly written, and should be written as "alconcha" as meaning:<br>alzincha = alconchaCerro Alconcha
(41 Alconcha Hill; It is a / a mountain ( class T - hipsografica ) in 40 Antofagasta Region;Chile, Antofagasta ) (South
America ) with a code of Americas/Western Europe region. It lies at an altitude of 4,412 meters above the sea
level.Cerro Alconcha, also known as Cerro Alcocha, Cerro Alconcha.

amabilisimo



helpful,-ma adj. superlative kind.

amaguaña
OSA Elena transit Amaguaña Alba (Assay, Pichincha, 10 September 1909 - 10 May 2009 ) It was an Ecuadorian
indigenous activist and one of the references of the feminism in his country from the beginning of the 20th century next
to Dolores Cacuango.

amaime
the village of Amaime is located in the province of the Department of the Valle del Cauca in Colombia.

amanda astrid
Astrid is a feminine name of Nordic origin that means " beauty divine " and " 34 Princess;.It comes from the old Norse, of
34 words; ass " u " 34 oss;   (As ) and " friðr "   ( 41 beauty;. The translation into Spanish would be " beauty divine ".In
Armenian, Astrid means in addition " star ".

amanzanada
34, amanzanada ": feminine singular past participle of verb " amanzanar ".amanzanar tr.   (Argent.  ) and (Urug.  ) Divide
[land] in apples.

amarelo
Portuguese Spanish amareloen yellow

amarrua
Wart

amarrua
Wart

amatisto
Red amatisto is a tough and solid stone.

amatizacion
Amatizacion of amativo = propensity to love.

ambonios
Voice of the gliglico language.The gliglico is a language created by Julio Cortázar and present in his novel Rayuela,
whose chapter 68, evoking a scene, is completely written in it. It's a musical language that is interpreted as a game, in
addition to being an exclusive language, shared by lovers, isolating them from the rest of the world.

ambu
1.-If well Ambu is a trademark, this denomination is known to a self-inflating balloon equipped with mask used in
ventilation. It comes in different sizes according to the patient by use ( adult or pediatric ) same as masks.<br>2.-If well
Ambu is a trademark, this denomination is known to a self-inflating balloon equipped with mask used in ventilation. It
comes in different sizes according to the patient by use ( adult or pediatric ) same as masks. A = Air = AireM = Manual



M = ManualB = Breathing B = Ventilacionu = Urgency U = UrgenciaTraducido to the Spanish could interpret it as do the
39 emergency ventilation air Manual;  '

ameda
World leader in breastfeeding! Ameda is the pioneer in the research and development of solutions for nursing in the
world.

amedentrar
tr. and prnl. Instill fear, frighten.

amelie
Amélie (Le fabuleux destin d 'Amélie Poulain in French ) It is a 2001 French film directed by Jean-Pierre Jeunet,
co-written by the director and Guillaume Laurant and starring Audrey Tautou. Under the motto of «Elle va changer ta
vie...»   ( in Spanish, she is going to change your life...  ) the film was distributed in the United States by Miramax and in
Spain by Manga Films.

amerentar
amerentar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "intimidating" to be its meaning:<br>amerentar =
amedrentaramedrentar.  (ETIM. disc.; CF. port. amedorentar ).1 tr. Instill fear, frighten.

american board of
English american board ofen Spanish American Board of

amesetada
flattopped, da.1. adj. said of a land: you have a plateau

amesetar
amesetar: that doesn't grow.Contact with the flattopped of Jurassic limestone relief is suddenly as rocky slope, even
affecting the river ducts: appears in the center of the photograph a replano of Jurassic limestone, where flows hung
Brook of the Varenosa, forming a small waterfall in periods of abundant waters.You can see how this influx is located in
a position of inflection Syncline around fault, which is particularly favourable for the channelling of waters.

amesi
Amesi is an Association of Mexican companies with the potential and the purpose of providing the infrastructure and
support necessary for the improvement of the way of communication in our country.

ametl
English mission list of the essential tasks of the Agency

amigdalectomia
Tonsillectomy involves the surgical removal of the tonsils.The Otolaryngologist performs this surgery. This is done under
general anesthesia and lasts approximately 30 minutes.This surgery is performed both in children and in adults.

amiotrofia



Amyotrophy: ( from the Greek a, deprivation, mys, muscle and trophe, 41 food;. Synonym: miatrofia. Decrease in the
volume of the muscles; muscle melting. Usually only applies this term to the striated muscles of the life of the
relationship.

amojar
It is calving cow before, i.e. when the udder begins to fill with the colostrum.Start to produce milk.Conceive

amonitan
Molecule names: amoxicillin, amoxacilina

amor a uno mismo
The self-love is necessary to walk through life. It stems from the development of all our potential and capabilities. It
relies on a will be determined and resolved.To love one another we have had to be dear, we have because feel the
unconditional love of our parents and family. When this love has missed or failed there is a deficit, shortcomings that
have multiple consequences: feelings of inferiority, low self-esteem, loneliness, disappointment, deep sadness,
difficulties in relationships, sadomasochistic attitudes, feelings of guilt, bad management of aggression, an I besieged...

amor agape
Agap ( in Greek do ³¬a·  ) It is the Greek term to describe a type of reflective and unconditional love, in which the lover
takes into account only the good of the beloved. Some Greek philosophers from the time of Plato used the term to
designate, as opposed to the personal love, universal love, understood as love to truth or to humanity. Although the term
does not necessarily have a religious connotation, it has been used by a variety of ancient and contemporary sources
included the Christian Bible. Contemporary Greek philosophers from Plato and other classic writers have been used in
different ways the word " agape " to denote love by the spouse or family, or vocation for an activity in particular. In
contrast to philos ( friendship, friendly love, brotherhood or non-sexual love ) and eros, a condition of a sexual nature.

amor artesanal
the Pope spoke of the love of God and defined him as " a love craft because prepares road and the history of each man.

amorfino
The Amorfinos are poetic short compositions or songs of popular origin; they belong to the oral tradition of the villages
where differing from the copla, romance is mixed with feelings imposed by any experience of the heart. Humor is an
essential part of this typical form of expression of peoples, such as the Ecuadorian and Peruvian peoples.The Amorfino
is a form of popular, natural expression and which expresses an enmadejado feeling in the comedy by fate, sometimes
the amorfino is just a way of expressing an opinion before a group of friends. The important thing is to help convey an
idea in a way that pleases the ear and that easily connects to the themes of popular taste.The amorfino is usually used
in peasant parties through the so-called dance of the hat which is simply to take a hat in hand and is sung: "The hat
dance, danced in this way and the media turning and turning the entire...  "   immediately seeks a partner to deliver the
hat and so you are invited to tell an amorfino.

amorfinos
The amorfinos are poetic compositions or songs of popular origin; they belong to the oral tradition of the villages where,
unlike songs, mixed feelings produced by love and romance. Humor is an essential part of this typical form of expression
of peoples.

amorrado
amorrado of amorrar intr-prnl. Lower or tilt the head; ESP. fam., lowering the head goes in not hablar.intr. Hocicar (



smooch )Apply the lips or snouts directly to a source for drinking.

amosquen
Third-person plural present subjunctive of the verb " amoscar ".Scaring the flies:

ampia
Italian voice which means in Spanish broad-aadj. wide, extensive, large

amtofago
antofago, ga.    adj. zool. That feeds mainly on flowers.

amuinar
amuinar.  ( ) amohinar.1 tr. MEX. Cause anger.

amuine
the verb amuinar amuinar.  ( ) amohinar.1 tr. MEX. Cause anger.

ana evelin yoselin
Ana evelin yoselin is incorrectly written and should be written as "ana evelyn jocekyn" being its meaning:<br>Ana evellin
yoselin = ana evelyn mujeresAna jocelynnombre: Latin = GraciosaEvelyn: Irish = which gives food. Variant of
EvelinaJocelyn: Anglo-Saxon = balanced and fair

anacromico
Anacromico = anachronistic. That it suffers from anachronism.  ( Of grigo anakhronismos ) Error in chronology that is to
be attributed to a time elements belonging to another.

anades
The 40 ducks;Anatidae, from the Greek ±½±a A = duck, as the ducks the most common representatives of this family )
they are a family of birds in the order of the Anseriformes. The ducks are usually migratory birds which often live in close
proximity to the water; one of their adaptations to the aquatic environment makes them web-footed.

anancástico
anancastico, ca [anancastic] adj.   (Psychiatry/Psicol.  ) Person with certain character traits such as perfectionism,
thoroughness, hiperresponsabilidad, tendency to control and forecast, exacerbated sense of Justice, get excessive
demand and with others, loving too much order, etc.

anatomofisiologico
It is important to point out that functional losses in different organs and systems are produced in a very different way in
terms of intensity and rhythm of each other, also there is great individual variability among people.Ultimately it is an
inability to maintain homeostasis in physiological stress, disability that is associated with a loss of viability and to an
increase in vulnerability.We speak of physiological aging when exclusive or, at least, it occurs primarily as a function of
the passage of time, without being too ( never fully ) conditioned by pathological disturbances or environmental factors.
It affects, through structural and functional changes to all the organs and systems of the body, with a variable Cadence
in time according to the individuals.



anatomofisiologico del embarazo
Anatomical and physiological changes that occur during pregnancy.A series of physical changes that are related to the
development and fetal growth, and preparation for childbirth and breastfeeding are produced during pregnancy. Some of
these changes or adaptations of the body to the new situation can produce more or less important annoyances when it
comes to sit behind the wheel of a car. It is important to explain to women what are most frequent at this stage and how
changes and why they occur, so that they are not cause of worry while driving.

anatopeya
The ANATOPEYA is a literary resource that gives idea of movement and brings rhythm to writing.  ( going and coming;
entering and exiting )It tends to look like the alliteration.

anatromismo
An anachronism ( from the Greek do ½¬ do against and cai½ to time do )? It refers to something that is not or appears
not to correspond with the time to which reference is made. For example, if in a play that will be developed during the
ancient Roman Republic appeared a character using a computer, the computer would be an anachronism.There are two
types of anachronisms: paracronismos and procronismos. The paracronismo consists of placing facts, characters or
elements of the past at a later time, as for example a carriage horses on a motorway. The procronismo consists of
placing events of a later time in a previous, for example el cid carrying a digital wrist watch. The anachronisms can be
real or fictional, and if they are fictitious intentional or unintentional.

anbarino
With the color or other features of amber.Amber ( from Hispanic Arabic do anbar, and this from classic Arabic do anbar2
) also called yellow amber or electro, is a yellowish-Orange middle, moderate saturation, translucent, based on the most
common aspect of the fossil resin called amber.??

anbu
The ANBU ( or   " dark side of the force, " Japanese ) is a special force that is responsible for the sexual League of the
Hokage of many things... ( interrogations, traffic of weapons, prostitution, information defense of the village and other )
that is under control of the Hokage and do what it say ( that is, if the hokage want to crazy party, the ANBU has to do it )

ancha es castilla
It means to act with total freedom.And its meaning is that at the time of the Reconquista, the lands of Castile were very
little inhabited, therefore the Castilian fields were the perfect place to start a business ( 41 legal or illegal; without that
nobody saw.

anchas
Plural of wide-aadj. Having a wide or loose excesivaDemasiado or amplio.Orgulloso, proud. Do is used mostly with the
verbs be, please, and stay: he insulted him and was so wide.?To their wide loc. Advisor. Col. with entire freedom. do
builds with the verbs be, stay, feel and live: when at last all gone, she stayed at home.?

anchoas
Plural of anchoaLa family Engraulidae includes several genera of clupeiformes, commonly known as anchovies,
anchovies, anchovies or anchovy, fish distributed in coastal waters of the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian oceans, as well as
in the Mediterranean Sea and in lakes of both fresh and salt water in temperate and warm waters. The first prepared this
type of salacion of fish food, was done in Phoenicia, being then legacy for Greeks who expanded this food by all
Europa.Los fish in the Engraulidae family are small, usually around 15 centimeters long; its colour varies from dark blue
to light grey, but they usually present a band plated in the flank. They have a fusiform appearance, covered with large
scales Cycloid that come off easily. The head is large, his eyes covered by a thin film, pointed snout and wide



mouth.They form dense schools that ascend to the surface during the night from middle depths, to feed on plankton;
largest supplement their diet with other fish species.

ancilares
It help the performance of a service.Auxiliary.

ancilla
1.-Ancilla, common name of the ancillas, is a genus of sea snails, marine gastropod mollusc of the family
Olividae.<br>2.-Ancilla latin means " 34 cleaning;

andacollo
Andacollo ( the Quechua Anta = copper; qullu, = mound or Hill ) It is a commune of Chile located in the Elqui province, in
the IV Region of Coquimbo.

andar a la que briba
loc. verb. Living in picaresque laziness or given to this kind of life.

andar el mundo al reves
loc. verb. coloq. Things said: be transposed of as they should be.

andarse con ojo
Act with care and concern.

ande soberbio
National anthem of GuatemalaEl national anthem of Guatemala, Guatemala Feliz!..., was originally written by the Cuban
poet José Joaquín Palma, and the music was composed by Rafael Álvarez Ovalle in 1897. In 1934, some changes were
made by José María Bonilla to the letter of it since it was very warmongering and reflected more the war of
independence of Cuba ( Palm actively involving ) to the Guatemala.1

andes infiitos
Andes infinities is a group of tourist providers deprived the town of Barreal, whose mission would strengthen the
positioning of Barreal as an attractive and sustainable tourist destination that promotes the development and growth of
the community do.??

andinimo
andinimo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "mountaineering" being its meaning:<br>andinimo =
andinismoAndinismo. It is classified as an extreme sport. It consists of excursions through the Cordillera de los Andes,
in South America. It is considered a healthy lifestyle. Also referred to as mountain climbing.

andoriñas
in Galician Spanish andorinasen swallows

andronimo
Referred to as andronimo, with a glyph where aparecenrepresentados the name of the characters, drawn up, back or to



the side of the character. Only major rulers appear seated in eltepotzohicpalli ( resembling a throne ) It may be Palm.

androsia
Androsia is a type of textiles produced by the Androsia Batik factory on Andros Island, Bahamas. It is handmade and it
has manufactured on Andros since 1973 by Bahamians. This type of fabric is regarded as one of the national treasures
of Andros ' and won the Silver Jubilee Award in 1998.

androsiano
Ambrosian,-na adj. relating to san Ambrosio.mus. Ambrosian chant which Ambrose introduced in the churches of his
diocese; It is similar to the Gregorian, and consists of oriental elements.

anecúmene
Known as anecúmene ( from the Greek do ½-" not " and do a¼½· °   " inhabited "  ) areas of land that were once
unknown by a culture or, nowadays, where human beings do not live nor procrea permanently. They are thus those
places uninhabited or with small number of population, and are opposed to the permanently occupied areas or
oikoumene. Some of these areas are the large ice caps of the poles; deserts, with 1 to 10 inhabitants/km²; and the warm
humid ( 41 rainforest; with 2 hab/km².

anelka
Nicolas Sebastien Anelka ( 14 March 1979, Le Chesnay ) 1 2 is a French footballer.He began his career at Paris
Saint-Germain FC, where he moved to Arsenal. Soon it became one of the regular team, imposed a year later in the
PFA Young Player of the Year Award. In 1999 Madrid F.C. hired the Real after pay 33 million euros; However, after a
quiet season he returned to Paris Saint-Germain in Exchange for 33 million. Although it was indisputable holder on the
Paris team was transferred to Liverpool in January 2002. After finishing the season, Manchester City signed him in
Exchange for 20 million. In the 2012-2013 season Anelka is signed for the newly promoted Manchester City F.C.
|Manchester City]]

anemo
Prefix which means wind.

anemol
Anemol is a trading name of amoxicillin.

anencefalea
anencefalea = anencefaliaLa anencephaly is a defect in the fusion of several sites of closure of the neural tube ( 2 for
the merocraneo and the 2 and 4 for the 41 holocraneo; in the process of neurulation during embryogenesis. It occurs
when the brain end or head of the neural tube fails to close, usually between the 23rd and the 26th day of pregnancy,
resulting in a congenital cerebral malformation characterized by the partial or complete absence of the brain, skull, and
scalp.

anfangen
Start, start. start.

angewogen
In German angewogen.In Spanish it is heavy.



angiomas
Plural of angioma.In the blood vessels, usually benign tumor.

angionimia
Science that studies the blood of the people.

angios
plural of angioangio-Gr. angeion, glass from prefix.

angiospernos
angiospernos is incorrectly written, and should be written as "angiospermos" as meaning:<br>angiospernos =
angiospermosangiospermo, - ma adj./s. f.1 applies to plant whose ovules are protected in a closed cavity; its main
feature is the structure of their flowers, which contain carpels and stamens and are surrounded by a perianth: wheat,
geranium and pumpkin are Angiosperms.

angliaterra
Land of wonders.

anglosajonas
Anglo-Saxon = plural of Anglo-Saxon - jo na Anglo-Saxon, - jona adj.1 concerning Anglo and Saxon peoples of
Germanic origin, who settled in England in the SS. v and vi.2 of origin and culture English. do s. m./adj.3 ancient
language spoken by peoples Anglo and Saxon England.?

anglutino
Agglutinate v. tr.1 unite two or more things with a substance so that forms a mass compacta.2 meet different realities to
make a homogeneous whole.

anhidrico
Body that can form an acid combined with water.

aniconico
aniconico is incorrectly written, and should be written as "aniconic" being its meaning:<br>aniconico = aniconicoque has
no figurative decoration.

anidia
Andía, female name of Greek origin, and Saint of the Catholic Church meaning.

animales oviparos
An oviparous animal ( from the latin ovum, " 34 egg; and parire, " stand "  ) It is an animal whose mode of reproduction
includes deposit eggs in the external environment where complete their development before hatching. All of the birds as
well as the majority of insects, fish, amphibians and reptiles are oviparous. Among the mammals only are oviparous
monotremes ( the Platypus and the echidnas ).

aninal llamado guacharaca



The guacharaca culirroja or cocrico ( Ortalis ruficauda ) It is a species of galliforme bird in the Cracidae family that is
located in the northeast of Colombia, Northern Venezuela and Tobago.

ankle boots
English ankle boots.In Spanish boots.

annea
annea = apneaUna apnea is the full cessation of respiratory ( measured by a thermistor, nasal cannula or flowhead ) at
least 10 seconds in length.

anoing
anoing is incorrectly written, and should be written as "annoying" being its meaning:<br>anoing = English annoyingen
Spanish annoyingen annoying

anomalias
Plural of anomaly.Change or deviation with respect to what is normal, regular, natural or expected:

anomicidad social
Anomie or anomie.State of a caracteridado society the by the disintegration of the rules that ensure the social order.

anonaqui
The Anunnaki term is the name of a group of deities Sumerian and related the Anunna 40 Acadians; do fifty great gods
do ) and Igigi ( 41 minor gods;.

anoxábase
anoxabase is incorrectly written, and should be written as "anabasis" being its meaning:<br>anoxabase = anabasis
Anabasis is a term from Greek origin meaning " rise, expedition inland " and refers to three literary works: Jenofonte
Anábasis, on an expedition of the young Ciro and Alejandro Magno Anabasis, written by Flavio Arriano, chronicles the
life of Alejandro Magno and Anabasis, written by Saint-John Perse.    There is also the plant genus Anabasis, of the
family Amaranthaceae.

anótalas
Apuntalas.regritralasinstribelas

ante preterito
Tense that describes an action in the past that occurs earlier than other which also occurs in the past.

anteile
in German anteileen Spanish actions

anteultimo
penultimate is incorrectly written and should be written as "penultimate - ma" being its meaning:<br>penultimate does
not appear the dictionary penultimate penultimate si, - ma adj./s. m. and f. That is immediately prior to the last place:



anti individualista
antiindividualista occurs when Malatesta says that the existence of the individual outside society is impossible.
Moreover, the human individual exists thanks to the society, the environment and history; understanding its existence as
a result of countless past generations and also as a result of joint collaboration among its contemporaries. Malatesta
arrives to assert the impossibility of the individualism that any individual attitude influences society directly or indirectly.
Thus, he contrasted the individualism to the concept of solidarity.

antiaginosos marcas
antiaginosos brands is incorrectly written and should be written as "anti-anginal" being its meaning:<br>antiaginosos
brands = anti-anginal marks amlodipine astudal norvas Cinnarizine cinnarizine along cinnarizine andreu cinnarizine
inkey cinnarizine ratiopharm cinnarizine blonde clinadil stugeron

antialgica
Antalgic: is when, for example in a herniated disc, the patient takes a stance called ' 39 antalgic posture; to treat lower
back pain.

antibiotecoterapia
Antibiotecoterapia of the intensive care unit.

anticlericales
Anti-clericalism is a historical movement contrary to clericalism, namely the influence of religious institutions in political
affairs or in society, whether it's this real or a presumption.

antidogmatico
antidogmatico is incorrectly written and it should be written as "antidogmatico" being its meaning:<br>antidogmatico =
Antidogmaticosustantivo and adjective. This term is not recorded in the dictionary of the Royal Academy of the Spanish
language, which makes reference that has the quality, feature and related to the antidogmatismo or that is against the
dogmas of religion.

antidogmatismo
Antidogmatismo is the name given the idea of philosopher - religion which is based on the total cancellation of
dogmatism.

antiecologico
Presenting negative characteristics to the ecology.

antifeudalismo
Revolutionary trend opposite to feudalism.

antiflostico
Medication or procedure to treat inflammation.

antiguako
in ancient Basque Spanish antiguakoen



antiliterario
AntiliterarioQue is contrary to the literary.It is a movement anti-artistic, anti-literary and antipoetico, since it questions the
existence of the art, literature and poetry.

antineurítico
Anti-neuritic is a drug or a particular action that is recommended when nerves peripherals are inflamed or irritated,
camphor by a feeling of discomfort, burning, or pain sometimes very intense along the nerve or in the area in the area
where it receives or brings stimuli to or from the brain. its main causes are amongst, vit.b1 deficiency, toxic, traumatic
etc. by their manifestations drugs may be only antineuriticos or try also its manifestations: pain, inflammation.

antiplanicie
A high plateau or tableland is a high Intermountain plateau, which is usually located between two or more ranges recent
( the Cenozoic or tertiary ) but whose uprising did not occur at the same time.

antipodas
In geography and the antipode, Antipodes ( from Greek anti: " opposite " and pous, podos: " foot, 34 foot;  ) It is the
place of the Earth's surface diametrically opposite to the other side; i.e. the place of the Earth's surface farthest.
According to the dictionary of the Real Academia Española (RAE ) the DRAE, an antipode is an inhabitant of the globe
which, with respect to another, dwells in a place diametrically opposite.

antiseptococo
antiseptococo is incorrectly written and should be written as "anti optics" being its meaning:<br>antiseptococo =
antiseptic antiseptics ( from the Greek ±½a¹/anti, against, and â·Aa¹ º do septic tanks /, putrefactivo ) they are
antimicrobial substances that are applied to a living tissue or skin to reduce the possibility of infection, sepsis, or
putrefaction. They must generally be distinguished from antibiotics that destroy microorganisms in the body, and from
disinfectants, which destroy microorganisms existing in non-living objects. Some antiseptics are true germicides,
capable of destroying microbes ( bactericidal ) while others are bacteriostatic and only prevent or inhibit their growth.

antiutopica
A dystopia or dystopia is a fictitious company undesirable Yes conexion this society dystopian tends to be introduced
through a novel, essay, comic or movie.

antonimo concomitantes
Antonyms: incompatible, antagonistic

antonomo
eugenii = Antonimoantonimos are words that have opposite or contrary meaning each other. They must belong, as well
as synonyms, to the same grammatical category. For example, antonyms of joy are: sadness, depression,
melancholy...; antonyms of big are small or chico.

antónimo de pega
ease

antropicos
anthropic is incorrectly written, and should be written as "anthropogenic" being its meaning:<br>plural of relative
Antropicolo ( by being associated with, influenced, be owned or even contemporary ) the man understood as human or



human ( etymologically comes from the Greek ¬½¸aea to - anthropos - ).1. is used primarily in scientific contexts (
biology, Earth Sciences, physics and Cosmology ).

antropogenicas
anthropogenic is incorrectly written, and should be written as "anthropogenic" being its meaning:<br>Is flame influence
anthropogenic to those effects produced by human activities in the Earth's climate. Not only studying the effects in
present times as a result of industrialization, but the influences that might cause climate changes in the past, including
pre-industrial times through, especially from deforestation and conversion of land for their agricultural and livestock
activities.

antropogonicos
Antropogoniala antropogonia antropogonicos is the class account of character mitico-religioso about the origin of man,
his creation and emergence and extension of its culture.

antropomorfas
anthropomorphic, - fa adj.1 resembling human beings in their external features. anthropoid, antropoideo. adj./s. m.2
applies to the primate that has some characters that make it similar to another hominid, the absence of tail, cranial
development or the ability to take a position more or less erect. s. m. pl.3 anthropomorphic taxonomic group, with Group,
consisting of these primates category.??

antropozoo
The creatures that combine human figures and animals in a single body are known technically as semihominidos
hybrids. An alternative term is antropozoosEl made the antropozoos nest in the imagination of the collective
subconscious does not mean that they exist. Some, like satyrs, fauns and Centaurs, are practical or completely extinct.
Others, such as sirens and the werewolves continue populating the Earth and the seas, and continue representing a real
threat to humans. A line of thought conceived them as exceptional imitations; another considers them derivations of the
normal evolutionary process. A third theory describes them as artificial hybrids, created with arcane methods that
modern science is unknown.

antzezlana
in Basque Spanish antzezlanaen play

antzira
in ancient Basque Spanish antziraen

anucleado
without nucleoque it lacks core

anudir
knotting v. tr.1 make one or more knots in a rope, Ribbon, piece of cloth or other material: knotting a tie; knotted lace
shoes. desanudar.2 join the ends of one or more strings, ribbons, pieces of fabric or other material with one or more
knots:

anulabilidad
The voidability is, in law, a cause of inefficiency of a legal act, that derives from the absence of any of the essential
requirements that such an act to be valid.Not to be confused the cancellation with the repeal or the denunciation of an



act. The cancellation means that the Act never took place, and therefore never produced legal effects.Largely resembles
the legal figure of the annulment, but it has important differences: it can be remedied and for it to take effect there must
be an act on the part of the person concerned.

anunciar a bombo y platillos
Said to announce or submit a story or an event with extreme publicity.

anxoas
anxoas is incorrectly written and it should be written as "anchovies" being its meaning:<br>anxoas = anchoasplural of
anchoaLa family Engraulidae includes several genera of clupeiformes fish, commonly known as anchovies, anchovies,
anchovies or anchovy, distributed in the waters of the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian oceans, as well as in the
Mediterranean Sea and in lakes of water both sweet and salty in temperate and warm waters. The first time that this
type of salacion of fish food, was prepared was in Phoenicia, being then legacy for Greeks who expanded this food
across Europe.

anza
Anza is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Anza" being its meaning:<br>Anza = Anzaanza is a municipality in
Colombia, located in the subregion West of the Department of Antioquia. It borders north with the municipalities of
Caicedo and Santa Fe de Antioquia, to the East with the municipality of Ebéjico, to the South with the municipality of
Betulia and to the West with the municipalities of Urrao and Caicedo. Its municipal seat is 107 kilometers from the city of
Medellin, capital of the Department, and has an area of 253 square kilometres.Anza is one of the oldest municipalities of
Antioquia, and was one of the greatest extension, to the point that today more than six municipalities were in its territory.

anza
Anza is the asteroid number 2061. It was discovered by the astronomer Henry L. Giclas from Lowell, in Flagstaff 40
Observatory;United States ) on October 22, 1960. Belongs to the Group of asteroids Amor.El receives it name in honour
to Captain Juan Bautista de Anza, born in the town of borders, in Sonora, (41 Mexico;

añol
anol is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Indigo" being its meaning:<br>anol = Anilanil or indigo is the
traditional name of the very deep and dark varieties of blue; It was formerly also said Woad. Indigo or indigo are the
colors that are perceived to the fotorrecepcion of a light with a length of dominant wavelength measured between 420
and 450 nm.

añora
Añora is a Spanish municipality in the province of Córdoba, Andalusia. Its geographical coordinates are 38 ° 39 24; N, 4
° 53 '' O it is located at an altitude of 624 metres and less than 90 kilometres from the provincial capital, Córdoba.

añorancia
Of Miss tr. e intr. Remember with sorrow absence, deprivation or loss of a person or thing very dear:

aocetar
Run sketches: drawing a sculpture, a drawing.P. ext, insinuate or pointing vaguely:

aovadas
ovate ": plural of " on " that is the feminine of " ovate ".  " ovate ": plural feminine participle of " eigtht ".Meaning of 34,



aovado ": ovate, da adj. With egg shape: ovate leaves.Meaning of " " eigtht: eigtht intr. Lay eggs. Meaning of 34, aovado
": adj. Figure of egg.Meaning of " " eigtht: tr. Put eggs, birds and other animals.

apabuyado
apabuyado = Apabulladode apabullar v. tr. To confuse or intimidate a person until it without possibility of reaction or
response.

apacentada
Bacon.Make a grilled bacon.Bacon, bacon, bacon, bacon or bacon ( English bacon ) It is a product with rodetas
comprising the skin and the layers that are under the skin of the pork or meat or pork. It is composed of skin, Bacon fat )
( mixed meat ( hence you also call it «streaky bacon» or «grain Bacon» 41. Tends to be smoking and eating salty,
having great energy value ( approximately 9 calories for each gram ).It is also known as bacon ( / Bacon/) It is an
English voice used in Spain. In Latin America, used the words Bacon and bacon in Mexico, depending on the type. In
Argentina, used pancetta; Although it should be noted that this term in Spain is used much less, because bacon refers to
Bacon smoked while that Bacon refers to its raw or natural state.

apachurrado
Squashed = Despachurrado. Crushed, rebentado.

apaisano
Portuguese Spanish landscape apaisanoal, da adj. [figure] rectangular more wide than high.

apalusa
Apalusa or Appaloosa is a fur's horse reared according to the rules of an association founded in Idaho (United States )
in 1938, Appaloosa Horse Club. This partnership wanted to preserve the tribe horses Nez Perce nearly extinct.An
important aspect in the current Appaloosa is their fur called " freckled " or " 34 appaloosa;   ( in tiny ). There are other
breeds of horses with this coat, " 34 appaloosa; In some cases as exclusive color and in others as frequent or
occasional fur next to other colors.The AraAppaloosa is the race that resulted from the crossing of the Arabian horse
with Appaloosa horse.

apandador
Crook, criminals and thieves. robbers, thieves, who always act in group or gang.

apantla
town of Apantla is located in the municipality of Ayutla de Libres ( in the State of Guerrero ). It has 946 inhabitants.
Apantla is 400 meters above sea level.

apartados
plural of apartadoapartado,-da adj.1 which is far in space with reference to a certain point. distant. s. m.2 part of a
written text that discusses a tema.3 part of a legal or official document which forms a series numbered and ordered with
other same.?

apeandose
Of get tr. Descend or lower a cavalry or a means of transport. -Is constructed with the preposition: climbed the child
horse. More c. prnl.: get off of the autobus.col. Deter someone from their views, ideas, beliefs, etc.    -It is built with the
prep. from: could not get him this idea. Also prnl.: not be get down from their purpose.



apearse
For dismounting v. tr.1 lowering a vehicle or animal in which montado.2 kill a person or team of a sporting competition
will be. 3 fam. Get someone to change his way to act, think, or feel.   disuadir.4 felling a tree by its base.5 support a
building. do v. prnl.6 dismounting ARG, Bol, Cuba, MEX. Eat foods with the hands, without the help of cutlery.

apechihes
Plural of alpechín.Alpechín is a blackish and foul-smelling liquid that is obtained by pressing or spin milled previously in
Mills olive paste.In the province of Jaén and the area of Sierra Mágina is also called " jamila ".

apegado a la pared
He is attached to the paredCuando a person or thing is supported on the wall said it is sticking to it.

apelmazarse
Of cake v. tr. Compact and hard put a thing which should be soft and fluffy.

apercanado
apercanado = apercancado source: Apercancarcategoria grammar: verb, transitive verb, participioAcepciones of
apercancado ) Cover mold by moisture, particularly leathers.

apergollado
34, apergollado ": masculine singular past participle of verb " apergollar ".Apergollar: Kill; murder

apertenencia
40 Membership; from latin pertinenta ) It is the relationship of one thing with who are entitled to it. The term is
commonly used to name the thing that is owned by a particular person ( i.e., having an owner )

apicis
apicis, singular genitive of vertex

apifobia
It is defined as a persistent, abnormal, and unwarranted fear of bees or wasps.

apocalipticas
1.-Relative to the Apocalypse.<br>2.-Creepiest.<br>3.-The Apocalypse or concerning this last book Canon of the new
testamento:literatura apocalyptic; apocalyptic style.<br>4.-Espantosas, monstrous

apolea
Rotating wheel that has a channel by which pretends to be a rope or cable and that serves to lift bodies with facilidad.2
wheel usually corrugated flat that rotates and is used to transmit motion in a mechanism by means of a belt on the edge

apolinio
Apolinio or apolineo. The Apollonian is the moderate, the balance, the serene beauty.



apolismo
" apolismo; 34: first-person singular present indicative of the verb " apolismar ".  " apolismó; 34: third person singular
preterite perfect Simple (Past or preterite ) indicative of the verb " apolismar ".apolismar.1. tr. Cuba, bread. and P. Rico
damage, bruising a fruit. U t. c. prnl.2. prnl. Col. and P. Rico. Staying small, without desarrollar.3. prnl. C. rica, P. Rico
and see. Cow is, be atontado.4. prnl. C. rich. Decline in health.

aporismo
" aporismo; 34: first-person singular present indicative of the verb " aporismar ".  " aporismó; 34: third person singular
preterite perfect Simple (Past or preterite ) indicative of the verb " aporismar ".APORISMAR is a verb.

apotecari
Catalan Spanish apotecarien apothecary

apoticos
apoticos = aprotic polar solvents aprotic: are polar solvents which has no n-h or o-h links. This type of solvent which
does not give or accept protons. 40 acetone;CH3-40 C; = OR ) - CH3 ) and THF or tetrahydrofuran are polar aprotic
solvents.

apotriotico
Apatriotico and opotriotico is not contrary to the homeland. Relative to the homeland.

apólogos
apologies = plural of Apologoun apolog is a parenetica narrative whose purpose is to educate about any ethical or moral
principles or behavior, usually located at the end or at the beginning of the same and called moral.

aprehensibilidad
Aprehensibilidad: it is the process by which and human being, since it is born until death, internalizing received from a
given society cultural content where it is immersed, makes them own, part Yes. The person takes possession of those
contents, since you can create, form, transform, improve the apprehended so that it emerges as our. the apprehension
is social learning that is made directly or indirectly by cultural patterns social interaction.

apresò
Verb arrest.A person detained and put in prison.Hold force, depriving of freedom of movement.Pick up strongly with
claws or teeth.Take a boat by force.

aprestigian
They aprestigian is incorrectly written and it should be written as " they prestige " being its meaning: < /br > aprestigian =
prestigiande prestigiarprestigiar v. tr. Give prestige, authority, value or reputation to a person or a thing.

aprestigian
aprestigiar is the infinitive of the verb aprestigiar.APRESTIGIAR is a transitive verb.

apriorista
APRIORISMOEl apriorism is a form of knowledge studied since ancient philosophers up to modern philosophy. It is
understood that he has had a changing sense in each of them. Even so, the concept can be generalized given



occurrences of thought. Authors such as Descartes, Locke, Leibniz, Hume, Hegel and Kant, among others agree that
the term is the first knowledge that we have of things.

aprobado del griego
enkekrimeno

aprobio
aprobio is incorrectly written, and should be written as "I oprobio" being its meaning:<br>aprobio = shame shame.
According to the Real Academia De La Lengua, means: 1. m. ignominy, an insult, shame.

aprobo
approved = aprobaraprobar v. tr.1 consider that something is OK, give it for good or suficiente.2 declared suitable to a
person in an examination or in opposition. 3 Be declared fit a person in an examination or in opposition.

aprovechados
Plural of exploited, gives adj. To take advantage of everything.    Applied, diligent.        adj. and s. That removed benefit
of favorable circumstances, unscrupulous and thinking only of your interest.

aprovisionament
Catalan Spanish aprovisionamenten provisioning

aptitus
The company APTITUS SL. It is 4 years old. The activity of APTITUS SL. It is the marketing and distribution of all type of
products related with the SECTOR turning. If you want to consult the phone's APTITUS SL. You can call the number
11850 and they provide it immediately. The direction of APTITUS SL. It is RONDA GENERAL MITRE 218 - floor 1. PTA
2 08006, in BARCELONA in BARCELONA. APTITUS SL. It is registered as a limited company. APTITUS SL. It is
related to the categories food, food, food products distribution.

apurrullar
apurrullar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "apurruñar" as meaning:<br>apurrullar = apurrunarapurrunar.1.
tr. Cuba and see. Tighten affectionately to someone. U t. c. prnl.2. tr. coloq. Come here. Tighten, tighten something with
his fist.

aquebraza
" aquebraza; 34: third-person singular present indicative of the verb " aquebrazar ".1. Form quebrazas or cracks in the
feet or hands.

aquedada
34, aquedada ": feminine singular past participle of verb " most ".most.  ( of I am 41.1 tr. DeSUS. Stop or do parar.2. tr.
Ant. Quiet, calm. U. was t. c. intr.3. prnl. Ant. fall asleep.

aquesa
aquesa = aquese, sa, soaquese, sa, so.  ( From lat. eccum, behold, and ipse, that 41.1 pron. Dem. poet. that



aqui paz y despues gloria
An expression that we use to give purpose and term to a complaint or dispute that was becoming heavy.Its origin is as
follows: coming of language Religóso, so present in our lives, refers to the end of the sermon, when the preacher
accompanies these words with action to give blessing to dismiss Auditorium, wishing you here or at this time peace, and
then, in the afterlife, the heavenly glory.

aquifago
aquifago = old English fagodel here, here I do

aquifago
aquifago = old English fagodel here, here I do

aquifero
aquifer, - ra adj.1 relative to the water: is precise control of water reserves. do s. m.2 underground layer of permeable
rock which stores, filters and releases water:?

aracatu
Aracatu is a Brazilian municipality in the State of Bahia, at a distance of 618 km from the capital. Its estimated
population in 2006 was 15,511 inhabitants, according to data from the IBGY.

arajay
in Caló, any church, religious or clergyman ( priest, Friar )

arajay
Arajay is the number 95 in the Cusco region.

arallanados
arallanados is incorrectly written and it should be written as "lounging" being its meaning:<br>arallanados = cognag 34
arrellanadosplural; " ensconced: masculine singular past participle of verb " sit back ".Meaning of " arrellanar; 34: sit
back. 1 prnl. Expand and extend in the seat comfortably. / 2. prnl. Be at ease in a place or employment.

aran zenbakiak
in Basque Spanish zenbakiaken aran aran numbers, those numbers

aranya curulla
in aranya catalan Spanish curullaen spider overflowing

araña utensilio de cocina
Species of skimmer's wire that allows you to easily remove food cooked on boiling liquids.

arasema
Arasema sl is a company formed on 01/06/1995 in Barcelona, Barcelona. Its activity NACE is packaging and packaging
activities.Arasema sl is registered in the mercantile registry of Barcelona. The share capital of this company is on the
stretch of more than 100,000 would, with a quantity of between 1 and 10 employees and a turnover of 250.001-750,000



do.??Arasema sl is a company dedicated to the representation of domestic and foreign from the packaging, packaging,
bottling, labeling and sealing, and products accessories to these activities. and small size.

arazi, behartu, eragin agertu
in Basque arazi, behartu, eragin Spanish agertuen forced, forced, in effect

arbeyo
Arbeyo in Asturian = pea in Spanish.

arboles acacias, variedades
Acacia is a genus of shrubs and trees belonging to the Fabaceae family, although also known with the name of «acacia»
to many leguminous trees of other genres. There are about 1,400 species accepted, of the more than 2,700 described in
the world.2 some 970 belong to the genus Acacia stricto sensu, of which 950 are from Australia.

arbolizacion
Tree planting is an excuse for awareness of caring for the environment, the fact of planting trees, determine them, care
for them, learn about them, teach our fellow, population and students how to take care of them, gives us a vision real
and wide of its importance, its significance, and allows us to interact with our ecosystem in a positive and constructive
manner. The existence of properly ornate parks Castilla district is a reality in terms of its non-existence. Except for the
seat of arms of the district, no other Park meets the conditions of so called. This absence of parks, green lungs, which
enable people to have a space of comfort and recreation is primary justification for the development of this project.The
project of tree planting in the Park of Tacalá - Castilla is a necessity of having a green lung in our community and a way
to contribute to the improvement, conservation and preservation of the city's polluted environment.

arbolizacion
Of greening etymology: from Arbolverbo transitivos1 trees cover a space of terreno.2 isolated trees or small sets for
ornamental purposes.

arbolizar
arbolizar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "greening" being its meaning:<br>arbolizar = arborizararborizar.
1 tr. Populate a field of trees. 2 tr. Planting trees in certain spot so they shade or serve as embellishment.

archai
Archai, a scholarly journal that explores significant correlations between cyclic alignments of the planets and the
archetypal pattern of the humana.Combinar experience the rigorous astrological methodology with the archetypal
perspective that emerges from modern psychology deep, archetypal Cosmology deals with the analysis of changing
patterns and cycles of the world history, culture, art, and individual biography. Apart from this, the archetypal Cosmology
examines the theoretical basis for these correlations and its implications for the broader vision of the world.

arcosaurio
The Archosaurs Archosaur, (Greek for prevailing repitles ) are a taxonomic group of higher vertebrate animals that
includes living and extinct dinosaurs, crocodiles and pterosaurs or flying reptiles. Some scientists believe that all the
animals mentioned above should be included in a new taxonomic class called "Archosauria " which would eliminate the
class "Birds " and it would separate the crocodiles, dinosaurs and reptiles pterosaurs. Others however prefer to include
these within the class of the Diapsids, along with lizards, snakes and mosasaurs.



ardiendo de curiosidad
Craving to know one thing.

arduos
Plural of hard.It is very difficult and requires much effort.

arduraduna
Arduraduna in Basque = responsible in Spanish.

are you sure?
English are you sure? in Spanish are you sure?

areboles
areboles is incorrectly written, and should be written as "you arreboles" being its meaning:<br>areboles =
arrebolesplural of arrebolarrebol s. m.1 red clouds illuminated by rays of Color Sol.2 red, like this one, which is found in
other objects, and especially in the face of the woman.

areles
" 34 areles;: second-person singular present subjunctive of the verb " appealed ".  " 34 areles;: Plural of " 34
arel;.Meaning of " 34 arel;: m. spice's big screen.Meaning of " appealed; 34: tr. Clean wheat with arel.

arenda
Rower is one planet less than the outer Solar system, discovered on November 17, 1938 by the astronomer Karl
Wilhelm Reinmuth from 40 Heidelberg-Königstuhl Observatory;41 Germany;.

argi koroa
in Basque argi koroaen Spanish Crown of light

argicida
The epithet of Hermes Argifonte (A³?¹AE DO ½A·A, Slayer of Argos;? in latin Argicida ) recalls the request received from
Zeus to kill multiple eyes giant Argos Panoptes, who was watching the nymph Io in the sanctuary of the own Hera.

aribererchi hast
until aribererchi is incorrectly written, and should be written as "arrivederci" being its meaning:<br>until aribererchi =
arrivederci in Spanish goodbye Italian arrivedercien, to view, until then.

aricalco
aricaldo = oricaldoOrichalcum, Oricalco or Orihalcon is a legendary metal mentioned in ancient writings, the most
significant being the writings of Plato on Atlantis. According to these writings this metal would be the second most
valuable metal and undermined by many part of Atlantis. The word Orichalcum means " Copper Mountain " and it is
derived from the Greek.

arichel
Arichel, the great man moment1 March 2013 14 ComentariosArichel Hernandez 1 would feel very good and I hope to



find the goal today. We classify Yes or Yes. do those were the last words of a bare-bones message left by Arichel
Hernández minutes before going towards the Autonomous University of Puebla Stadium to measure to Costa Rica in the
quarterfinals of the pre-World Championship of CONCACAF.?

aristarquia
Source of inexhaustible moral inspirations, new science suggests, to clarify the laws of life, how the democratic principle
be reconciled, in the Organization of human communities, with an aristarquia of morality and culture.

aristo
ARISTO is the leading German manufacturer of multi-functional platform cutters to precise processing CAD / CAM for all
substances not metal, rigid or flexible that never has to cut and process frustrates precisely, textiles, cartons or together,
we offer the optimal solution.

aritocracia
aritocracia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "aristocracy" being its meaning:<br>aritocracia = s.
aristocraciaaristocracia f.1 social class consisting of persons who possess nobility titles. Plebe.2 group of people that
stands out among others for some circunstancia.3 form of Government in which power is in the hands of the nobles and
the social classes altas.aristocracia f. polit. Form of Government in which political power is exercised by a social class
privileged by virtue of belonging to a certain lineages.Noble kind of a pais.p. Ext.Class that stands out among the others
for some reason.

aritzia
Aritzia is an innovative chain of fashionable women.

arjar
Arjar is situated in tehsil Mauranipur and located in the District of Jhansi in Uttar Pradesh. It is one of 155 villages in
mauranipur block together with villages like Rampura and Magarpur. Close to Arjar station is Mauranipur.

arje
Greek term ( also transliterated as " archê " and as " 34 arche;  ) coming to mean etymologically principle, Foundation,
start, and which was used by the first philosophers to refer to the primordial element from which it is made or from which
derives all material reality.

arje
the Arché, as abstract concept identified with the beginning of the world, replaces the cosmologies that explained the
origin of the world according to personal relationships and of the myth.

arje
It comes from the Greek arche, more generically, he is understood as referring to the beginning of something.

arje
Term that comes from the Greek arche, associated initially with the officials designated in the polis; Thus, in Athens,
there was the institution of the archons ( archones )

arnastezin



diminutive of arnasca arnasca.   ( the Basque RNA '' stone '' and asca '' gamella ''  ). 1 f. to the. Tray or pile of stone,
usually placed at the door of the houses.

arosonenro
arosonenro is incorrectly written and should be written as "nero rosone" being its meaning:<br>arosonenro = rosone
Italian neroEn Spanish neroen rosone black rosette

arrabora
arrabora is incorrectly written, and should be written as "arrabona" being its meaning:<br>arrabora = 40
arrabonaArrabona;Gyor ) Hungria.UN castrum in the limes Pannoniae, strategically linked to Carnuntum and Brigetio,
and for Sipianne and Sabaria. It is 105 km n-no of Budapest. It was of great importance to the monitoring of the
Barbaricum beyond the Danube. Located at the mouth of the Arabon River, it was thus part of Pannonia Superior (. 41
6.11.3 Ptol;. During the invasions, the town is known under the name of Aqua Nigra. The castrum was built on the
Kaptalan Hill and its slopes, while the canabae grew up in the area of the modern city near the calle Calvario. The wall
of the circuit of the castrum was built with large blocks of sandstone.

arraildurak
in Basque Spanish arrailduraken cracks

arrallanes
Plural of arralllan.The arrallan is a tree leaf ever Green usually measure between 8 and 15 meters and is denomidano
the tree of liberty in Cundinamarca-Colombia

arrandi
District of Baracaldo, Vizcaya, Spain.


